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Save the world!



Yeshivat noam



Destroy. Destruct.



Sixth grade science jan-Feb 2013



Aluminum: Yechiel KEiser



Lithium: Tuvya Macklin



anitmony: Eitan WAldman



roschl Magnesium: NAtan Neug



BArium: Eitan Langer



er Manganese: Gilad Holz



beryllium: Sammy Nat



rg Mercury: Yonadav Rimbe



Bismuth: BErnie Moerdler



neon: Arie Kahan



Boron: Ben Antosofsky



nickel: Joe Baron



Bromine: Naftali Silvera



nitrogen: Ehud Meir



CAesium: Joshua Zimm



son Oxygen: Natan Mendel



calcium: Darius Gross



d phosphorous: Eli Rifkin



carbon:Dylan Breen



utter Platinum: Yisroel Schm



chlorine: ET Dubin



r potassium: Moshe Papie



Chromium: Yonah Schneier



Radium: RAfi Kigner



cobalt: Mikey Sanders



n Selenium: Avraham Kaha



copper: Isaac Forgash



ith silicon: Moshe Goldsm



Fluorine: Gilad Schneider



silver: AJ Eisenberg



gold: Ezra Mandelbaum



sodium: Doni Bodoff



helium: Yosef Marom



Strontium: Yoni Katz



hydrogen: Yuval Shlomai



sulfur: Jacob Lerer



iodine: Eitan Gilbert



tin: Noam Rothner



iron: Jakey Cohen



noff titanium: Yonatan Chud



lead: Matthew Ganchrow



y uranium: Harry Dubitsk Zirconium: Eli Schloss



Elem



ent



Assi



zinc: Ozzie Jesselsohn



gnm



ents



!



now I know who my friends and enemies are



who



shou



ld i t eam up w ith?



Aluminum: Shani Levy beryllium: Zoe Melzer Boron: Chana Fisher calcium: Maya Wind carbon: Temira Koenig chlorine: Kayla Forman Chromium: Abby Goldberg Cobalt: Adira Barber copper: Batsheva Ohayon Fluorine: Avigayil Kaminetsky gold: Amber Hen helium: Amira Wittenberg hydrogen: Na'ama KAye iodine: Ayelet HAndel iron: Raffaella Kestenbaum lead: Orly Hahn lithium: Michal Katz Magnesium: Kaylie Jacobs



who should i stay away from?



er Manganese: Abby Wagn t mercury: Avigayil Halper neon: Kayla Grunstein nickel: Nealy Saks nitrogen: Devorah Levie Oxygen: Michal Leiter hochet phosphorous: Eliana Sc Platinum: Meira Baum ein potassium: Leia Rubinst Selenium: Naomi Kutin orn silicon: maayan hirschk silver: Meira Book sodium: Tehila Shedlo man Strontium: Leora Fisch sulfur: Maya Stiefel tin: Kayla Markowitz titanium: Ayala Kilimnick Uranium: Danit Forman r Zirconium: Sophie Klappe zinc: Alli Simmerman



Cool!



I never knew that before.



choose your sources



C



rma o f n I ollect



tion



Organize the facts



the Basics of your ELEMENT:



ATomic Number



Chemical symbol



Element name



Atomic Mass



Number of protons: number of electrons: number of neutrons: period number: group number/Name: State: Metal:



WebElements Periodic Table of the elements: www.webelements.com



Periodic Table of Elements and chemistry: www.chemicool.com



www.chem



ch 4kids.com em4kids: /files/ele m



ents/inde



x.html



Los alamos national laboratory: periodic.lanl.gov/default.htm



Table Dynamic Periodic le.com/ http://www.ptab



the visual elements periodic table: www.chemsoc.org/viselements/pages/ periodic_table.html



It's elemental: the periodic table: pubs.acs.org/cen/80th/elements.html



List all the sources you use in your research and number them. You must include at least 1 Non-Internet Source and a minimum of 4 sources. focus on finding good, informative, easy to read sources. Books: List the title, author, publication company, year, and place. website: Title of site, author (if any), date you visited site, and url



1



In Every good Comic Book World,there are terms and words that the characters all know and share. here's a list of some of the ones used in the world of the elements. these will help you jump right in as your do your research.



An atom that has the same number of protons as other atoms of the same element, but a different number of neutrons



When an element reacts with oxygen (such as when it is exposed to AIR); when metals oxidize they rust or tarnish and get weaker



An element that transmits (passes along) heat, sound, or electricity very well



A mixture of two or more metals (steel, for example, is an alloy)



the ability to be pulled into a wire (to be made into a rope).



Crumbles easily



The ability to be rolled into thin sheets or otherwise shaped by hammering or pressure.



The behavior of an element eager to take part in a chemical reaction



The behavior of an element unwilling to take part in a chemical reaction with other elements



Property of an element with an unstable nucleus that releases high speed particles or rays as its nucleus breaks down, trying to stabalize



A mineral from which an element, usually a metal, is extracted (taken out)



A process where metals or alloys crumble away, especially when in contact with water and oxygen



The element by itself, not combined with other elements



On this page, you should list the defining properties of your element such as: color, smell, texture, boiling pt, melting pt, density, strength, flexibility, and more. Also include how it reacts with other elements.



In the little boxes, write the number of the source from your source page



Density:



Boiling pt:



melting pt:



COLOR:



what uses have humans found your element? Where is it used naturally? is it used in food? medicine? sports? make up? electronics?weapons? power? you should also include what it is used for in combination with other elements.



Use this sheet for information you have nowhere else to put. Where and when was your element discovered? Are there other interesting tidbits about it? Cool facts? historical significance?



who discovered your element and when?



where is your element found?



fill in the information in the boxes below. use your research to be as scientifically accurate and creative as possible. Every sentence must be justified: you must explain why you make the decisions you do.



NAME:



Gender:



Is Is your your character Character aa hero hero or or a villain? Why? a villain? Why?



Where does he/she live or where can he/she be found: Why?



Any secret identity? WHY?



How does he/she travel or get around? WHY? who are his/her friends? Why?



who are his/her enemies? WHy?



Look at your research to determine what strengths, powers, and weaknesses your super hero or villain has. explain why: ex. Because americium is used in smoke detectors, americium man can detect a fire as soon as it breaks out; because tungsten has the highest melting point of any metal, tungsten can walk through fire.



Because My ELEMENT....



My Hero/Villain....



Because my element.. _____________________ _____________________



Becaus e my element.. __________



My HERO/VILLAIN's COSTUME WILL... _______________________ _______________________



____________ ____________ ___________, My HERO/ VILLAIN's COSTUME WILL... ____________ ____________ ____________ ___________



Because my element.. ____________ ____________ ____________ ___________,



Draw or describe what your hero or villain will look like. Think About: what color or colors will he wear? Will she have a cape? boots? Will she have any special gadgets or weapons? will there be any numbers on his uniform? what will they be?



Because my element... _______________________ _______________________,



My HERO/VILLAIN's COSTUME WILL...



My HERO/ VILLAIN's COSTUME WILL...



_______________________



____________



_______________________



____________ ____________ ___________



Write a story



Design a cover



Use your research and character sketch to write a ONE PAGE story about your super hero or villain. the story should be typed in a 12 pt. font. You should include the title and your name as the author. you should use the one page to tell a story about your hero or villain. Include at least: the character's name and where he is from/can be found; a list of powers or a story that shows how one power was used; who fought with or against your character. the story does not need to include the "whys" but it should be rooted in the science. the more creatively you use your research, the better!



Make a comic book cover featuring your hero or villain. the cover should be on a regular, white piece of paper. it should be visually appealing - use markers, CRAYONS, oR a color printer to make your cover stand out. include at least three catchy lines that show off your character and highlight those features that are most rooted in your scientific research. ("Faster than a speeding bullet" or "from deep within the bat cave...") you need not draw your character (though you're welcome t0). bonus points will be awarded for extra creativity! and extra science! HAve fun!
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silver: AJ Eisenberg. sodium: Doni Bodoff. Strontium: Yoni Katz. sulfur: Jacob Lerer. tin: Noam Rothner. titanium: Yonatan Chudnoff. uranium: Harry Dubitsky. 
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